
Aristotle’s 4 Causes
1) Efficient cause: “is the trigger that starts a process moving”     x is what produces y
2) Material cause: “that from which,”                                              x is what y is [made] out of.
3) Final cause: the goal or the purpose (telos in Greek)               x is what y is for
4) Formal cause “the essence of  a thing”                                      x is what it is to be y.
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Friday 4:10 September 14th B19
Dr. Derek Applewhite

“Understanding the regulation of the cytoskeleton.”
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”rest” 
leak K+ open
all others closed
K+ leaks out of cell
membrane potential ~-70mV

initial ”depolarization”
leak K+ open
V-gated Na+ begin to open
Na begins to enter 
other V-gated Na+ still closed
V-gated K+ closed
(while some K+ leaks out)
membrane potential ~-50mV

rising phase of the action potential
leak K+ open
V-gated Na+ open @m.p. = -50mV
V-gated K+ still closed
Na rushes into cell
(while some K+ leaks out)
m.p. rises toward Erev Na+

Falling phase of action potential
leak K+ open
V-gated Na+ begin to close (inactivate)
Na+ no longer enters
V-gated K+ open at their threshold
K+ rushes out taking + charge with it 
(while some K+ leaks out)
membrane potential falls toward Erev K+
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Efficiency in nervous system design

Big neurons = faster signals
more neurons = greater detail

N.S. for efficiency but not necessarily “optimal” there are trade offs with 
performance as well as evolutionary constraint 
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Evolution of Nervous Systems
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Absolute brain size scales
positively with body mass
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Relative brain size scales
negatively with body mass

Big brains also have big problems, or problems associated with being big.
Longer connections, bigger axons, connective complexity, constraint…



Diversity of Sensory Modalities

“Our senses do not deceive us.  This is not 
because they always judge correctly, but 
because they do not judge at all.”

- Immanuel Kant



Umwelt or “sensory world”

Species have their own unique worlds of 
sensory perception

Jakob von Uexküll, 1905
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Sexually Dimorphic EOD Female	EOD

Male	EOD

EOD signals can communicate species, sex, and individual status
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Tritonia FAP

Fixed Action Patterns

See: swim.mp4



cpg
See: tritonia_E-physiology.mov



cpg
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Stomatogastric system
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Analogous brain structures
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Increased	“Immediate	Early	Gene” expression	
specifically	in	the	GnRH	neurons	of	the	hypothalamus



Stimulation            



listen listen

listen

listen sing

sing

sing sing

learning song
singing

HVC

RA

LMAN
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O’Conne1l & Hofmann (2011) Frontiers in Neuroscience

social behavior network 
mesolimbic reward system 
shared by both networks 

Homoplasy
or
Deep Homology?

STOPPPED HERE 2018


